Verifying Generating Functions on the TI-89

So you think you’ve found the generating function for some infinite polynomial.  For example, let’s suppose you believe  1,1 – x)  = 1 + x + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + …  How can you check this, short of long polynomial division?  The TI-89 CAS can help again.

We move over one menu, to F3, the calculus menu.  Don’t worry, you don’t need to know any calculus for what we’re going to do.  Press F3 and arrow down past the options shown to 9:taylor(.  (Or just press 9.)  Now type 1  (1 – x) , x , 5 ) and press enter.  You should get x5 + x4 + x3 + x2 + x + 1.  If you want to go to higher powers, replace 5 with whatever you want.  The x in the command identifies the ‘active’ variable in the expression.  This matters because the CAS can do symbolic computations as well.  Try taylor( z  (y – t  x) , x , 5 ) and see what you get.  (Nota bene: the multiplication sign  between the t and x of that example is crucial – without it, the calculator thinks you are working with a new variable tx which isn’t the active variable you specified.)

That’s everything about the tool taylor( that you need for checking generating series.  The rest of this sheet tells you a little about this command in general, and why it’s in the calculus menu.  The Taylor series is a way to approximate any reasonably nice function by a polynomial of arbitrary degree.  In fact, it gives the best possible polynomial approximation.  Some other classic examples are  ex = 1 + x + x2,2) + \f(x3,6) + \f(x4,24) + …   and  arctan(x) = 1 – x3,3) + \f(x5,5) – \f(x7,7) + …   The coefficient of xn is computed so that the nth derivative of the function matches the nth derivative of the polynomial approximation (thus the calculus menu).  In addition to providing polynomial approximations (which are much easier to compute than transcendental functions; in fact, calculators use polynomial approximations), Taylor series can be used to solve differential equations, evaluate indeterminate forms, compute digits of p, and derive the Mahler polynomials (sometimes called the “binomial series.”)  For more information, look in the “Infinite Series” chapter of any big calculus book, such as Stewart or Thomas & Finney.	BH
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